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LIME new data summary
A lot of data was taken with LIME using the freshly revived DAQ system 
by F. Renga. 

This data contain: 

- the picture of the camera 

- waveforms of 4 PMTs (as many as necessary to cover the camera 
exposure) 

- waveforms of the 3 GEM planes 

The data were taken with different triggers and with: 

- overground Frascati background (aka “cosmics”) 

- Fe source (6 keV) 

- multi-energy X-rays source (Cu-8keV / Rb-15keV / Mo-18keV / 
Ag-24 keV / Ba-35 keV / Tb-47keV)  

AmBe data in the (IM)possible wish list ?
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Pictures analysis
This has taken most of the efforts so far. A list of the 
develompments so far: 

1. maximize the efficiency for low-E clusters suppressing as 
much eletronics noise as possible (aka clustering algorithms) 

2. reject long tracks from “cosmics” efficiently. Mandatory for 
overground LIME data (aka supercluster) 

3. directionality studies (aka head-tail algorithms) 

4. ER / NR discrimination (either using the clusters in full 
resolution or with “offline” analsysis on reconstructed 
clusters) 

5. saturation correction (parametric, MVA) 

-this involves simulation of the saturation or HW studies on 
possible GEM HV configurations
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Clustering low-E tracks
Need to focus and freeze something reasonable.  

R&D on algorithms can continue but: 

        THE BEST IS THE ENEMY OF THE GOOD! 

➡ I suggest to freeze something reasonable for low-level 
reconstruction: 

- noise zero-suppression, vignetting correction 

- cluster and super-cluster 

- basic track properties (energy, cluster shapes) 

- CONCENTRATE ON LIME. Other detectors (Lemon, Mango) have 
different Sig/Bkg, different size, different Bkg occupancy, 
risk of divert the limited human resources on too many 
fronts. 
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cluster shapes
- Add to the common code in GIT the latest developments on 
track lenght, directionality observables at the best status up to 
now 

- If needed for offline analysis, add the full granularity data 
(pixels) of the reconstructed clusters 

-this would allow to tune cluster shapes and S vs B rejection 
algorithms “offline”, i.e. on reconstructed clusters, in a fast way 

-check the increase in size of the RECO trees for typical LIME 
images with O(10) superclusters / image. If it is too much, could 
save this info only for selected clusters (eg. with a density cut) 

- Do a first round of reconstruction using LNGS queues and 
save the RECO files on the cloud, as we have the RAW data
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data vs MC
With the version of the code that we have now, it is also time to do a first 
data / MC comparison. 

It is not necessary to have the BEST reconstruction. It is sufficient to have 
the SAME algorithm running on data and MC (digitized) to validate some 
important SIM steps: 

- noise simulation 

- optical corrections (eg. vignetting), field non-uniformities 

- GEM gain, quenching factor, saturation 

• Compare energy resolution, space resolution, cluster shapes 

Suggest to validate each step: noise-only ; small clusters (energy); 
superclusters for energetic alpha tracks (energy and cluster shapes) ; head 
- tail properties.  

N.B. strictly in this order. Useless to compare HEAD-TAIL if noise is wrong 
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PMT waveforms
These data have plenty of waveforms saved (4 PMTs). Studies 
may cover something partially exploited in the past: 

- energy resolution 

- long cosmics vs X-rays discrimination (e.g. using T.o.T.) 

Ambitious plan should tend to 3D reconstruction: 

- correlate single spots with PMT waveform (need low—
occupancy data) 

Propedeutic to this: 

- time global synchronization of the i-th vs j-th PMT 
waveform and the alignment of the N waveforms for the i-th 
PMT covering the camera exposure ΔT
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GEM waveforms
Similar to the PMT waveforms: need to be aligned in time, 
prior to reconstructing the signal 

Possible usage: study the saturation on 3D plane and the 
different signals on the 3 planes from electrons and ions 

could be used to tune a HV configuration with no saturation 
on the 3rd GEM 

 … Interesting, but maybe LOW PRIORITY … 
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More data?
We have (thanks to the troops to the front in Frascati taking 
data) A LOT of data on disk (ehm, on the clouds). 

The cherry on the cake would be yet another attempt with 
AmBe to compare all the data with ambient BKG and multiple 
energy X-rays with NEUTRONS. 

An alternative if the AmBe is impossible is FNG? 

- Not very useful in the past, but we are more mature now 
(and we know that we need as LOW occupancy as possible).
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